Religious group sponsoring speech called a cult, godsend

BY MARK THOMA
STAFF WRITER

Triumphant (the parent organization of the school), believe in the attainment of higher consciousness through control of the human aura.

But some concerned individuals feel that the church really practices mind control. Marilyn Mallek, of Duarte, has received national attention from her claim that the church has brainwashed Bill, her 28-year-old son.

Mallek, who has appeared on television programs like "90 Minutes" and "The John Davidson Show," said her son was in a particularly stressful period of his life when he joined the church, almost six years ago.

She said he had experimented with alternative religions while nearing completion of studies at the University of California at Santa Barbara. "We believe that Bill had contact with the Unification Church of Rev. Sun Yung Moon, as well as The Children of God before becoming involved with The Church Universal," Mallek said.

Her son had been with the church only a few months when Mallek hired three experienced "deprogrammers," and set out to rescue him. "The man held Bill in a motel room against his will for three hours while attempting to reason with him.

But Mallek said her son escaped from the room, and once outside began shouting for the police. At that point the deprogrammers were reluctant to continue.

Mallek said that she has talked to other parents of church members with the same concerns as hers, as well as former church members themselves.

"I have the names of 60 ex-members that I have spoken with, and most of them that have got out of it, feel a lot of anger," she said. "I would say that most of them think the best experience they got out of it, was getting out of it.

Although church members are only asked to give ten percent of their earning to the church, Mallek feels that figure may be too low. "I've talked to parents who say they know their young adult children are giving 50 to 90 percent of their income to the church," she said.

Mallek was quick to point out that legal action is not the answer to her complaints against the church.

"I think the only defense we have against this type of thing that, at the time, inspires the protection of our constitutional rights, is education, speaking out and public awareness.

"This country was founded on religious freedom, and that's far too precious to give up just to stop the Church Universal," she said.

But Bill Mallek feels that the only real problem that exists between his mother, himself and the church is her lack of tolerance of his admittedly less-than-conventional religious beliefs.

Bill said that he was in the last year of attaining a degree in engineering from UC Santa Barbara, when, after a period of soul searching, he found his personal life devoid of any spiritual growth.

He said that he had been attending the Church Universal meeting only a few months, when his mother had him kidnapped by men who attempted to talk him out of his new-found beliefs.

"I wasn't even a church member, and I was experimenting with and looking at different religions," Bill said. I was just about to graduate when I was kidnapped by people who had absolutely no respect for what I was doing, or my religious convictions.

"I had no deep religious conviction for many, many years, and I was looking for that. Now I have a secular life, a spiritual life, and I have friends both in and out of the church. I have a very demanding job, and I've integrated all these different aspects into my life. My friends don't seem to think I'm strange in any way.

"My beliefs have led to a greater awareness, and a greater sensitivity to life. The teachings of the church have evolved a very positive response on my part.

"My mother has been misled by other people who have Please turn to Page 2

Prevention is object of rape seminar

BY LAURA SWANSON
STAFF WRITER

She headed out to the parking lot after a 9 p.m. class, eagerly anticipating the warmth of her car. She suddenly felt a presence behind her. She swung around quickly, only to come face to face with the shadowy figure.

The trauma began; and she had always thought that it could never happen to her.

A rape prevention seminar will be held today from 10 a.m. to noon, and again from 1 to 3 p.m., in the Los Angeles Room of the University-Student Union.

The seminar, which is legally required every quarter, is expected to attract more than 300 people. Its intention is to inform the public "so they can help themselves in preventing this type of incident (rape) from happening to them," said Gerald Lipson, director of public safety.

Investigators Ed Gomez said that there are many myths about the particular type of women that get raped, but it can happen to anybody, whether at work, school, in a car. Statistics show that one out every 10 women will be raped.

Cal State L.A. has not had a reported incident of rape in more than five years. "We are one of the largest universities in the state of California, yet we have one of the lowest crime rates," said Lepson.

There are many things that one can do to help prevent rape. They include walking where there is adequate lighting, walking around other people or in groups, and locking the doors while one is driving.

"A person should always be aware of their surroundings," Lipson said.

The campus police are a definite asset in acting as a deterrent to crime and in providing the free mini-bus service. They help by sexual assault and crime prevention.

At the meeting ended, Alfred Rodriguez, Porter's campaign manager, said that Porter thanked the club for giving both candidates the opportunity to face each other and discuss the issues. He said that if Porter wins the election, he will support the athletics program.

Cal State L.A. students lined up Tuesday to cast their votes in the A.S. general election. The polls will be open today until 8 p.m.
Running against a steady 15 mph cross-breeze, the Golden Eagles women's track team took first place in four of the strongest events, the 200 and 800 meter sprints, the 400 meter relay and the 4- by-400 meter relay, last Saturday.

The team won its first event in the women's 400 meter relay team, made up of CSLA's best sprinters: Stephanie Brown, Denise Howard, Tina Howard and Linda Jackson, took first place with a time of 47.90. San Diego State placed second, 47.3, and Cal State Long Bench finished third at 48.32.

CSLA's Sherri Howard, a member of the 1980 U.S. Olympic team, took first place in the women's 800 meters, with a time of 2:21.9. This was Howard's first race since the 1980 Olympic tryouts.

Prior to this meet, Howard had been overcoming her fears and getting used to wearing spikes again. She felt confident. "Once I got started, I didn't run scared," she said, after winning her first event.

USC came in second in the women's 800 meters at 2:14.3, and Occidental took third with a time of 2:17.9.

On the men's team, Robert Biglow, in his first season with the Eagles, took first in the men's 200 meters, with a time of 22.58. This race proved to be exciting when, during the last stretch, it looked as if there would be a three-way tie.

Biglow, coming from the rear of the outside lane, managed to pick up speed toward the finish. "I took it easy in the first stretch like I wanted to, but I had to pick it up coming around the curve," said Biglow.

"I knew I had control of the race in the last five yards."

Biglow also took third in the men's 400 meters, 50.50, behind two outstanding USC runners. Trenjarus Darwin Cook and Glice Morales took first and second place with times of 49.68 and 49.78 respectively.

In the last relay of the day, the 4-by-400, Tina Howard, Denise Howard, Lisa Davis and Rosemary Brown came in first with a time of 3:54.4. USC took second at 3:57.4 and Occidental in third with a time of 3:57.9.

In other events, a new CSLA stadium record for the women's high jump was set by Shelley Fehrman of Cal State Long Beach. Fehrman jumped 6-3/4 to pass the previous record of 5-11.5 set by Amalia Montes of Mexico three weeks ago.

Romona Pagel of San Diego State set a new CSLA stadium record in the shot put. Pagel's put of 54-9 1/2 broke the record set by Lorena Griffin of Athletics West on Jan. 21.

CSLA's first home meet of the 1984 track season was a success, bringing out an estimated 200 track participants from USC, San Diego State, Cal State Northridge, Cal State Long Bench, Occidental College, Cal State Bakersfield and various clubs on the west coast.

The next men's and women's track meet will be against United States International University and Rodland University at CSLA on March 10 at noon.
**State Car used by Governor Brown sold**

SAN JOSE (AP)—The 1974 Plymouth Satellite used by Edmund G. Brown Jr. while governor has sold for $25,000, and the new owner says it will adorn the streets of Sacramento as a sort of parked monument to that city's redevelopment.

"Boys, this ain't Monopoly money," boomed the auctioneer at San Jose's benefit for the Crippled Children's Society as Steven Brown, the owner of S.K. Brown Construction Co., joined Fallingbrook Man. Morocco.

The car, which became a symbol of Brown's austerity while governor, was auctioned a year ago for $14,000 to Lee H. Brandenburg, another San Jose developer who donated the car to the Crippled Children's Society for the Monday night benefit.

Brown and Marcon, surrounded by their buddies and bagged with wine and beer, raised their bids only a few hundred dollars at a time, increasing the suspense for the sedan with 180,000 miles on it.

Steven Brown said he doesn't plan to drive the car and arranged for its chauffeur to drive it home.

"I came into a limo," he said after winning the bid, "and I'm going to leave in it.

He said the car would be parked outside his office building in downtown Sacramento as more or less a monument to the downtown Sacramento redevelopment that the former governor started.

**Man wounded in border shootout**

SAN DIEGO (AP)—Three Mexican nationals wearing Tijuana Police Department uniforms were booked for investigation of attempted murder and assault after a shootout with officers assigned to a special task force, police said Tuesday.

One of the men was wounded in the shooting, and he claimed he was a Tijuana officer, authorities said. San Diego police confirmed two of the men were auxiliary officers for the border town's police department, and the wounded man's claim was being checked.

There were also three being investigated for attempted robbery and possession of firearms, in addition to the other charges, police said.

The shootout took place just before midnight Monday in the remote hills east of the San Ysidro Port of Entry, where a border patrol agent on the same task force was wounded last week.

The task force, made of Border Patrol agents and San Diego police officers, is assigned to capture fugitives who prey on illegal aliens as they cross the U.S.-Mexico border.

San Diego police spokesman Dennis Johnson said agents confronted two men who they saw crossing the border through a fence. When the agents saw the men were armed, they ordered them to drop their weapons. A third man arrived at the scene and opened fire on the agents, who shot back.

The task force agents were not harmed, but one of the men, identified by police as Martin Ornelas Rios, 22, of Tijuana, was hit in the left hand and hip. He was taken to UC San Diego Medical Center, where he is listed in critical condition.

**Local**

Terrorists feared to have cop car

SANTA MONICA, (AP)—Police fear a squad car stolen from a repair yard has been hidden by someone who could use it to commit crimes or terrorist acts, a lieutenant said Tuesday.

Stolen police cars are usually quickly recovered, said Santa Monica Lt. Robert Thomas. They often are taken as a prank and easily spotted.

But a search by patrol officers and the Los Angeles Police Department's helicopter has failed to turn up Santa Monica's squad car No. 74, which was taken from Claude Short Dodge dealership in Santa Monica on Sunday night.

That could mean it has fallen into the hands of someone who has plans for the car.

"There's a possibility that they could load that thing with dynamite," and crash it into a target, he speculated. One fear is that the car could be used during the Summer Olympic Games in Los Angeles.

Thomas reiterated that police do not have clues about the motive of the thieves, and that he was conjecturing possibilities.

The four-door Plymouth Grand Fury was spotted on Santa Monica Boulevard about 10 p.m. Sunday night by patrol officer William S. Brown, who noticed it had an orange cone with a repair number on its roof.

Recorded suicide note heard

LOS ANGELES (AP)—Gold bullion dealer Alan David Saxon, his voice echoing through a courtroom on a dramatic recorded suicide note, said he decided to take his own life because he could not live with the thought of the terrorists who stole his car.

Saxon, his voice echoing through a courtroom on a dramatic recorded suicide note, said he decided to take his own life because he could not live with the thought of the terrorists who stole his car.

The worst would be living with the memory of the £150,000 bullion he was going to use to help another group of children.

The note was played for the first time, Tuesday, at an inquest seeking to determine whether Saxon, a onetime holder of a multimillion-dollar gold bullion firm, killed himself or died at the hands of another.

**Today in History**

BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Today is Wednesday, Feb. 29, the 60th day of 1984. There are 306 days left in the year.

**Today's Highlight**

On this date:

- In 1904, President Theodore Roosevelt named a seven-man commission to supervise construction of the Panama Canal.
- In 1916, South Carolina raised the minimum age for working in mines, factories and stores from 12 to 14.
- In 1944, the Office of Price Administration said the black market in the United States was doing business in excess of $1 billion annually.
- And in 1964, a British airman crashed in the Austrian Alps, killing 83 people.
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**For FEE Increases**

**FEE Increases**

**VOTE**

**Student Alliance**

**For No FEE Increases**

**VOTE-As the following Groups will!**

**For LEADERSHIP '84**

**ENDORS BY**

American Indian Student Alliance
Association of Student Social Workers
Asian Student Association
Black Leadership Conference
CSPIES
El Sereno Community Reach-Out
ERV
Gay and Lesbian Association
P. Huddleston, News and Letters
Michael O. Vaughn, President, LABOR
Training and Educational Opportunities
Kappa Delta R
Independent Students
Sahahang Pilipino Circle
Hispanic Women's Council
LEAPAC
Women's Art Caucus
Break Lewis-A.S. Director of Research
Michael Tiber-Cabany Dis
Joan Klein-President, Women in Business
Asian Student Alliance
Chinese Social and Cultural Club

**WE ALL SUPPORT THE PROFESSIONAL APPROACH**

**Vote-LEADERSHIP '84**

A.S. General Elections Feb. 28 & 29 CSLA

**Thursday, March 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>The Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Political Repression and Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Central America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 p.m.</td>
<td>U.S. Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Concert: Salvadoran Protest Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Film: &quot;Target Nicaragua&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by Haskell Wexler, U.S. agression against Nicaragua.

University Union Los Angeles Room, 3rd floor
Sponsored by: Cal State Faculty for Human Rights in El Salvador and Central America (FACHRES-CAL), Cal State L.A. Committee in Higher Education with the support of El Salvador (CSPIES), Catholic Campus Ministries, Department of Chicano, Department of History, Department of Pan-American, Department of Philosophy, Latin American Society, Latin American Studies Program, Urban Campus Movements, Movimiento Estudiantil de la Raza - Cal State L.A. WEB, United Ministrats in Higher Education.
'Broadway Danny Rose': weird characters create good drama, fewer laughs

Although "Broadway Danny Rose" presents an inviting view of the world of show business, it lacks the humor of Woody Allen's earlier triumph, "Annie Hall." Allen plays Rose, a theatrical agent representing a pathetic aggregate of small-time, bargain-basement performers. Rose, like most of Allen's characters, is a neurotic, glib, pucky loser. He stumbles through life until he becomes involved with the girlfriend (Min Farrow) of a silky-voiced, Sinatra-like singer named Lou Canova (Nick Apollo Forte). Allen, as director, provides a glimpse into a tragic world of broken dreams, clouded by too much alcohol, cigarettes and pills, where cheap, tacky losers roam desperately amidst their own cynical behavior. He attempts to show something bigger than comedy, and that is the film's real strength. He strips the veneer off show business to expose a world he knows very well. The individuals represented are performers—they are not artists. They will do anything to attain stardom. Even Milton Berle and Sammy Davis Jr., who appear in cameos, are presented as buffoons who were lucky enough to have been elevated by fame.

As a director, too much is expected of Allen. Each of his movies has been compared to "Annie Hall," which many critics consider his finest effort. "Annie Hall" may well have been Allen's funniest movie, but "Broadway Danny Rose" has scope.

In "Annie Hall," Allen presents a small group of people revolving around a central character. In "Broadway Danny Rose," he depicts a constant array of characters and situations that are delightful, both visually and intellectually.

If Allen is trying to outdo his past successes, "Broadway Danny Rose" must be considered a failure. It lacks the straightfoward humor and biting wit of his past characters. There aren't many laughs after the first 10 minutes.

As a drama, however, the movie succeeds. Allen has created a world of grotesque individuals, and he shows how that world operates through the pathetic escapades of Rose. No one cares for Danny Rose by the film's end. Allen's view is bleak, but he ends the movie on a positive note, with a clue, and perhaps a solution to the apparent hopelessness of Rose's plight.

Finally, the world of "Broadway Danny Rose" is displayed with insight and wit. The black and white treatment seems to be Allen's way of pointing a finger at the harsh, cruel world of show business that he has experienced first hand.

--MARK BLUMBERG

**UNIVERSITY TIMES**

**ATTENTION FIGHT FANS!**

**TODAY at 5 p.m. in the PUB**

A SPECIAL WEIGH-IN FOR THE STROHS FIGHT NIGHT FEATURING BOLLY, COME CHEER FOR YOUR FAVORITE FRATERNITY OR SORORITY.

**VOTE NO on ROTC**

Study peace, learn diplomacy, train for non-violent problem solving, love our neighbors. It is the best way to the future.

United Ministries in Higher Education and Catholic Campus Ministry

**ENTERTAINMENT:**

Budweiser Light on Tap

Thursday, March 1

Hours of Special: 12-3 p.m. & 6-10 p.m.

Prices: Glass $0.60, Small Pitcher $1.70, Large Pitcher $2.75

Dance to the music of Decibel Force a mobil D.J.

7-9 p.m.
My name is Stephan Beneze, and I am running for A.S. president.

Before voting in this year's election, I invite you to consider these questions. Are you satisfied with what the government has done for you this past year? Do you even know who the current elected officials are?

Since I have attended this university, qualified student government has done little more than shuffle papers, take coffee breaks; and in general, accomplish nothing. Student government has done nothing to stop these increases. Another issue that upsets me, and you too, is the obvious conspiracy between the Trident Shop and the administration, to force professors to use new books while the government to do anything about them.

You got was pennies on the dollar. Education is the way to move forward in life. Many qualified students have been forced to withdraw because they couldn't afford education. It is time we all became more involved with this and all of the issues on campus.

That is why I am running for president.

A lot of issues, both statewide and local, require our attention. I intend to devote entire branch of my administration to statewide issues, such as student fee increases (which I oppose), and the oil severance tax (which I support).

I will support an effective student voice in Sacramento through CSSA or Callobby.

I am also concerned with campus issues that do not affect statewide attention or make national headlines. The on-campus priorities of my administration will be to reduce the hourly arena registration entry lines we stand in to mention the 3-4 times once you get in, and the other ridiculous lines. I will continue to support a strong, loud student voice in the area of academics, policies—laid enough to be heard by the administration and the faculty.

I am not running for president just to collect a title; I am a candidate because I believe I can best represent and advocate student concerns.

If you agree with me and see the need for these problems to be addressed by student government, then vote with me and the Student Alliance, for a truly representative student association.

—STEPHAN BENZE

If you want qualified representation you can take pride in, vote for an alliance that means business.

My name is Ilya Clark and I am a senior liberal studies major. Before I became interested in student government, I floated along with the tides of policy, right or wrong. You elected me to the Cabinet of Senators last year and I discovered that one person CAN make a difference. ... I've made waves toward lowering student overhead and increasing our student rights over since.

By working to expand campus services, I have found we have a voice in academic policy-making. This voice helped me establish the Academic Senate forum meeting Tuesdays at 3:30 p.m. in the Public Expression Area (a vital link between issues and students), and work diligently with you to improve the plight of so many students at this university. The students in the School of Education and work diligently with you to improve the plight of so many students at this university. The students in the School of Education.

As vice president for administration, I will support a strong athletic program, fair and equal distribution of A.S. funds to clubs and organizations, and a zone for student government, then vote with me and the Student Alliance, for a truly representative student association.

—ILYA CLARK

I am Virginia Thames, and I have a bachelor of arts degree from Cal State L.A. I am now pursuing a Multiple Subjects Credential to teach elementary education.

I have always been concerned about the plight of students, especially in the School of Education. During the last three or four quarters I have come to realize that students in that school need to be represented. Their voices need to be heard and responded to. If you give me that opportunity, I will represent your interests, and work diligently with you to improve the plight of so many students at the university. The students in the School of Education can make a difference. You can take a step toward accomplishing that by voting for me and the Student Alliance.

—VIRGINIA THAMES

If you agree with me and see the need for these problems to be addressed by student government, then vote with me and the Student Alliance, for a truly representative student association.

—VIOLETA V. WILSEY

Let me present my credentials: I'm a senior, majoring in business administration. I have participated in several business societies, and in student government. To increase my influence in the funding process of the Associated Students, I joined the A.S. Finance Committee.

Did you know that the A.S. dispenses in excess of $500,000 each year, and that this money belongs to you? The Student Alliance is all we all became more involved with this and all of the issues on campus.

What understanding must an A.S. president have in order to run the office effectively? What qualifications facilitate one's ability to accomplish the task? What relationship should the president have with others in the immediate and local environmental? These questions should be addressed in each voter in this election.

I am VIOLA V. WILSEY, and I am running for election as Vice President for Administration. I have received a B.A. in Liberal Studies, a M.A. in reading, and am seeking a bilingual special education teaching credential, all at Cal State L.A. I am a bilingual teacher in Alhambra.

As Representative for the School of Education during 1981-84, I was conducting an Evening Students Survey. So far, more than 600 surveys have been completed. The data will be used to support programs for evening students, to prevent closure of the Center for Health and Personal Services; (3) extend department office hours by two, and to prevent closure of the evening students services center in the Library.

I also collected more than 2,000 signatures to save summer quarter in 1983. As vice president, I will advocate the following: expand the role of the California State Student Association; increase involvement within the CSU Board of Trustees; expand the role of Callobby to fight unpredictable, unfair fee increases before they occur; and establish a Cal State Radio Station.

I will support a strong athletic program, fair and equal distribution of A.S. funds to clubs and organizations, and a zone for student government, then vote with me and the Student Alliance, for a truly representative student association.

—VIOLETA V. WILSEY

What understanding must an A.S. president have in order to run the office effectively? What qualifications facilitate one's ability to accomplish the task? What relationship should the president have with others in the immediate and local environments? These questions should be addressed by each voter in this election.

I am Franklin B. Fortier Jr., and I am running for President and for the Leadership '84 slate, and the following will be accomplished: (1) push to return add/drop cards into school departments; (2) prevent closure of the Center for Health and Personal Services; (3) extend department office hours by two; (4) increase student involvement with CSU Board of Trustees; (5) establish Cal State radio station; (6) establish CSLA radio station; (7) A.S. Finance Committee.

I am running because I am fed up with the changes that have come from a family that values education. My father, a native of Hungary, realized how important an education was during the communist revolution in 1956. The communist oppression of education in Hungary led him to seek a country where education was a priority. He settled in the United States, and taught me that education is the way to move forward in life. Personally, I believe I would make a good president. Now it's in your hands.

—STEPHAN BENZE

Before voting in this year's election, I invite you to consider these questions. Are you satisfied with what the government has done for you this past year? Do you even know who the current elected officials are?

Since I have attended this university, qualified student government has done little more than shuffle papers, take coffee breaks; and in general, accomplish nothing. Student government has done nothing to stop these increases. Another issue that upsets me, and you too, is the obvious conspiracy between the Trident Shop and the administration, to force professors to use new books while the government to do anything about them.

You got was pennies on the dollar. Education is the way to move forward in life. Many qualified students have been forced to withdraw because they couldn't afford education. It is time we all became more involved with this and all of the issues on campus.

That is why I am running for president.

A lot of issues, both statewide and local, require our attention. I intend to devote entire branch of my administration to statewide issues, such as student fee increases (which I oppose), and the oil severance tax (which I support).

I will support an effective student voice in Sacramento through CSSA or Callobby.

I am also concerned with campus issues that do not affect statewide attention or make national headlines. The on-campus priorities of my administration will be to reduce the hourly arena registration entry lines we stand in to mention the 3-4 times once you get in, and the other ridiculous lines. I will continue to support a strong, loud student voice in the area of academics, policies—loud enough to be heard by the administration and the faculty.

I am not running for president just to collect a title; I am a candidate because I believe I can best represent and advocate student concerns.

If you agree with me and see the need for these problems to be addressed by student government, then vote with me and the Student Alliance, for a truly representative student association.

—STEFAN BENCZE

If you want qualified representation you can take pride in, vote for an alliance that means business.

My name is Ilya Clark and I am a senior liberal studies major. Before I became interested in student government, I floated along with the tides of policy, right or wrong. You elected me to the Cabinet of Senators last year and I discovered that one person CAN make a difference. ... I've made waves toward lowering student overhead and increasing our student rights over since.

By working to expand campus services, I have found we have a voice in academic policy-making. This voice helped me establish the Academic Senate forum meeting Tuesdays at 3:30 p.m. in the Public Expression Area (a vital link between issues and students), and work diligently with you to improve the plight of so many students at this university. The students in the School of Education.

As vice president for administration, I will support a strong athletic program, fair and equal distribution of A.S. funds to clubs and organizations, and a zone for student government, then vote with me and the Student Alliance, for a truly representative student association.

—ILYA CLARK
My name is Eva Alfaro, and I am seeking the office of representative-at-large. I have been a senior international finance major, and my platform includes the following: (1) improve communication between the students and administration; (2) improve communication between CSLA and other California State Universities; (3) address the issue of registration procedures; (4) address availability of campus facilities (e.g., Health Center); (5) address problem areas that you, the student, suggest I address. The students of CSLA will be my major concern.

Robert J. Koeppel
for Representative at Large

My name is David Marchant, and I am seeking the office of representative-at-large. I have been a senior chemical engineering major, and my platform includes the following: (1) improve communication between the students and administration; (2) improve communication between CSLA and the Cal Poly Pomona Student Government; (3) address the issue of registration procedures; (4) address availability of campus facilities (e.g., Health Center); (5) address problem areas that you, the student, suggest I address. The students of CSLA will be my major concern.

Hello, I'm Will. I am a senior business administration major (finance option) and am working on a minor in pre-law. For the past three academic quarters, I have been president of the Pre-Law Society of CSLA, and I have participated in various other campus clubs related to my major. As president of PLS, I have been involved with programs such as Law Day 1983 and quarterly Mock LSAT's. General issues I will address: (1) improve communication between the students and administration; (2) improve communication between CSLA and other Southern California universities. Specific issues: (1) address the objectives set by Lori Large and the Student Alliance; (2) address the issue of registration procedures; (3) address availability of campus facilities (e.g., Health Center); (4) address problem areas that you, the student, suggest I address. The students of CSLA will be my major concern.

LeeAnne McMillan
for Representative at Large

I'm Susan De La Rosa. As a representative-at-large, I will support issues addressed by the Leadership Slate. I will work hard to build a strong athletic program, prevent the university from closing the Center for Health and Personal Services, keep evening child care services, advocate returning add/drop cards to departments to rid us of those long lines, and expand our role within the California State Student Association.

William Gonzalez
for Representative at Large

I, Lee Anne McMillan, am seeking the office of representative-at-large. My experience includes: serving as president of Camp-Lis Survivors; co-chair of student athletics; hostess for the Alumni Office; treasurer/fundraiser for Delta Zeta Sorority. My goals will be to give all students an opportunity to become active in campus activities. We must maintain quality programs and ensure fair allocation of the budget. Now for my pet peeve: arena registration is ridiculous! It is outrageous that students in this age of technology would have to stand in four-hour lines, just to enter arena registration. Vote for me and the Student Alliance, and my No. 1 priority will be to eliminate this ludicrous, time consuming zoo known as Arena Registration.

I, Daniel Ley, am seeking office as representative-at-large for the following reasons: First, my high school achievements included a perfect 4.0 GPA, class president, 1980-1982 and the Highest Academic Award given by my school. At CSLA, I am studying engineering, and I am a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon and scholarship chairperson. My platform includes issues addressed by the Leadership Slate. The development of a Creek Row is important, and so is a strong athletic program. The School of Engineering is the only one that has no academic renewal policy. The return of add/drop cards to departments, elimination of long lines, prevention of the closure of the Center for Health and Personal Services, and evening child care services are also key issues. If you agree with these issues and desire a change from the status quo in fee changes, elect the Leadership Slate 84 slate.

Daniel Ley
for Representative at Large
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I, Lee Anne McMillan, am seeking the office of representative-at-large. My experience includes: serving as president of Camp-Lis Survivors; co-chair of student athletics; hostess for the Alumni Office; treasurer/fundraiser for Delta Zeta Sorority. My goals will be to give all students an opportunity to become active in campus activities. We must maintain quality programs and ensure fair allocation of the budget. Now for my pet peeve: arena registration is ridiculous! It is outrageous that students in this age of technology would have to stand in four-hour lines, just to enter arena registration. Vote for me and the Student Alliance, and my No. 1 priority will be to eliminate this ludicrous, time consuming zoo known as Arena Registration.

I, Daniel Ley, am seeking office as representative-at-large for the following reasons: First, my high school achievements included a perfect 4.0 GPA, class president, 1980-1982 and the Highest Academic Award given by my school. At CSLA, I am studying engineering, and I am a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon and scholarship chairperson. My platform includes issues addressed by the Leadership Slate. The development of a Creek Row is important, and so is a strong athletic program. The School of Engineering is the only one that has no academic renewal policy. The return of add/drop cards to departments, elimination of long lines, prevention of the closure of the Center for Health and Personal Services, and evening child care services are also key issues. If you agree with these issues and desire a change from the status quo in fee changes, elect the Leadership Slate 84 slate.
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Hello, my name is Chung Kim and I am running for the office of Representative for the School of Letters and Science. I have been very active in departmental research at Cal State L.A. in the past, and I know I would add expertise to student government. There are issues in student government that representatives should study in order to make sound judgments. Your vote for me will ensure excellence to those aspects. Students should know the facts that affect life on campus, as well as educational goals. I want the best for CSLA. Because in many ways, it is the best. If you want the best too, vote for me-Chung Kim, student representative for the School of Letters and Science. Vote Student Alliance.

-Chung Kim

Hello, my name is Mattina Howard and I am running for Representative for the School of Business and Economics. One of my objectives is to build a new and better destiny for Cal State L.A. Our primary responsibility is to improve the integrity and reputation of the university. This is an ambitious undertaking. If we want to attain and sustain quality, we have no alternative but to change our present environment. Our institution needs a change, and now is the time to do it. If you feel as I do, vote for me and Student Alliance. You will see changes at CSLA.

Mattina Howard

My name is Anthony Duran and I am running for the office of representative for the School of Fine and Applied Arts. My interest in running for this office is very simple. I want to assure strong and honest representation for the student body—nothing more and nothing less. Politicians will promise you the world and draw you an ideal picture of what the world might be like. But all too often the promises are empty, and the picture isn’t what we had in mind. I am not a politician. I am a student who believes in honesty, fairness, hard work and full responsibility. So remember to vote for me, Anthony Duran, for representative for the School of Fine and Applied Arts. One last thing, vote Student Alliance. Thank you and see you at the polls.

Anthony Duran

Hi, my name is Paloma Wheeleley and I am running for Representative for the School of Letters and Science. The Leadership ‘84 Slate and I propose to implement just such a policy. The Associated Students should, and can serve the entire student body without favoritism or discrimination. This is the ideal for which the A.S. Board of Directors should strive.

-Paloma Wheeleley

My name is Charles Younger and I’m running for the office of Representative for the School of Letters and Science. Vote Leadership ‘84.

-Charles Younger

I, Dianne C. Newman, as Representative for the School of Business and Economics, will address the issues of Leadership ‘84. I belong to the Board of Directors for the Society for Advancement of Management, and represent SAM on the Student Business Council. I will bring to the BOD the professional attitude needed to represent you effectively. I will advocate the extension of office hours in the School of Business and Economics, the making of a study lounge in Salazar Hall, the return of add/drop cards to departments, the building of a strong athletic program, evening child care services for working parents, and prevention of the closure of the Center for Health and Personal Services.

With my previous experience at Cal State L.A. and your help, we can bring back a mature student government with a strong commitment to improving evening student services. Elect Leadership ‘84 State.

-Dianne C. Newman

My name is Yvonne Martinez and my major is Recreation Administration. I am a senior, running for the position of representative for the School of Fine and Applied Arts. For two years, I have been President of the American Indian Student Alliance. My major accomplishments have been an increase in membership and development of a monthly newsletter.

My interest in student affairs and knowledge of organizing and working with a group will be of great value and importance to any student government. For ten years I belonged to the American Indian Bowling Club and the Indian Athletic Association. Now I hold the position of commissioner to the American Indian Education Office. I stress the fact that I will stand behind the Anna Bing Arnold Child Care Center and the departments of music and theater arts.

In addition, I am a strong supporter of the Athletic Programs. Vote Leadership ‘84.

-Yvonne Martinez

CSLA offers students far more than what is apparent at the scholastic level. Our university represents fine schooling by highly qualified individuals. Our diverse melting pot of ethnicities stresses and enhances the importance of each of our unique interests and objectives. It is through our years of schooling, in such a receptive atmosphere, that we are able to fully appreciate the diversities of the real world.

A productive, responsive learning environment is fundamental to the university experience. Services should assure the very best of quality. It is only with security and faith in a good working environment that students are able to grow, and to build their characters.

Hi, I’m Paloma Wheeleley and I am running for Representative for the School of Letters and Science. For quality representation, vote with me and the Student Alliance.

-Paloma Wheeleley

The responsibilities of elective office demand an aggressive pursuit of policies that benefit the greatest number of voters the most. To pursue these policies requires constructive work on issues that affect the student body.

The Leadership ‘84 Slate and I propose to implement just such a policy. The Associated Students should, and can serve the entire student body without favoritism or discrimination. This is the ideal for which the A.S. Board of Directors should strive.

My name is Charles Younger and I’m running for the office of Representative for the School of Letters and Science. Vote Leadership ‘84.

-Charles Younger

Leadership ‘84

CSLA offers students far more than what is apparent at the scholastic level. Our university represents fine schooling by highly qualified individuals. Our diverse melting pot of ethnicities stresses and enhances the importance of each of our unique interests and objectives. It is through our years of schooling, in such a receptive atmosphere, that we are able to fully appreciate the diversities of the real world.

A productive, responsive learning environment is fundamental to the university experience. Services should assure the very best of quality. It is only with security and faith in a good working environment that students are able to grow, and to build their characters.

Hi, I’m Paloma Wheeleley and I am running for Representative for the School of Letters and Science. For quality representation, vote with me and the Student Alliance.

-Paloma Wheeleley
Fined and Applied Arts
How many of you, like myself, had to stand in those dreadful registration lines? It wasn’t much fun was it? Hi, I’m Zetta Hurter and I am a candidate for Representative for the School of Fine and Applied Arts. Registration is one of several problems I want to solve. We are all concerned about student rights and quality representation. As a concerned student, I participated in various clubs and organizations, including the Women’s Basketball team and the Speech and Debate Club. I support clubs and organizations because they are essential to individual students and to the university. I have enough experience to represent the broad range of students housed at Cal State L.A.

A vote for me and Student Alliance means you will have a concerned, quality student government.

—ZETTA HURTER

William Ford
Undergraduate Academic Senator

Denise M. Campbell
Undergraduate Academic Senator

Hello, my name is Sherri Howard. I’m running for the office of Representative for the School of Engineering. My objectives, as a candidate, are to help the student body of Cal State L.A. assist the different clubs and organizations, and to see improvements in the athletic program. Unless basic changes are made in recruiting and retention of activities, our present program could be endangered. The environment of this institution needs improvement. We should generate additional scholarship funds so that we can, in fact, provide an extra incentive for additional students to enroll at CSLA.

If you vote for me and Student Alliance, you will see some changes made at Cal State L.A. It will be a more enjoyable University. We must build recognition for Cal State L.A.

—SHERRI HOWARD

Oscar Munoz
School of Engineering

My name is Oscar Munoz. I am a senior electrical engineering major, seeking the office of Representative for the School of Engineering. My major goal, if elected, will be to try to reinstate Academic Renewal to the School of Engineering. Engineering students, along with all students, have a right to compete with schools whose regular policies include academic renewal. The lack of it denies them that right.

Help me, Oscar Munoz, to voice your opinions to the policy-makers at our campus.

Thank you.

—OSCAR MUNOZ

Fine and Applied Arts

Gail Figueroa
School of Fine and Applied Arts

I, Gail Figueroa, M.S. in counseling, graduate criminal justice major, working toward a certificate in substance abuse, have served as the Graduate Representative under Charles Peters and Berj Karapeshian. I have also helped to effect the change in the A.S. by-laws, and worked on the implementation of a community crime line. I also feel our campus needs better lighting.

I will work to implement these programs. Vote Leadership '84.

—GAIL FIGUEROA

Hi, my name is Denise Campbell. I am a sophomore in child development, running for Undergraduate Academic Senator. I am currently working with the Associated Students as a student representative on the Policy Committee. This experience makes me an excellent candidate for Undergraduate Academic Senator. As part of the Leadership '84 slate, the issues that concern me are: improving student participation in the Academic Senate; alleviating the long lines involved in the add/drop procedure; the rescheduling of classes to accommodate more students. If these issues concern you too, vote for Leadership '84, to get the job done.

—DENISE CAMPBELL

Good afternoon. My name is D’Andre McPheeters, and I’m a senior, majoring in television broadcasting. I am running for a seat in the Academic Senate, because the Academic Senate needs to participate more actively in the Associated Students. The issues that concern me are to extend the add/drop deadlines by at least a week, and to improve class scheduling. CSLA student services need improvement. If elected, I will try to bring these issues to the attention of campus administrators, so something can be done. Vote for the Leadership ‘84 slate so that students can have a chance.

—D’ANDRE MCPHEETERS

My major goal, if elected, will be to try to reinstate Academic Renewal to the School of Engineering. Engineering students, along with all students, have a right to compete with schools whose regular policies include academic renewal. The lack of it denies them that right.

Help me, Oscar Munoz, to voice your opinions to the policy-makers at our campus.

Thank you.

—OSCAR MUNOZ
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Worst' records put on Rhino label

By FLUCIA DOMINGUEZ

Listenrs of KMET's popular "Dr. Demento Radio Show" will be familiar with the songs on "The World's Worst Records," a recently released compilation LP on Rhino Records.

The album features 14 songs by the worst alternative music performers from the LP with "Big Girls Don't Cry." Demonetizing their unique brand of humor, these musicians have produced a sound so graphic and bizarre, it is sure to please all who have enjoyed music from the fringe.

Making no effort to conceal their lack of talent and abundance of bad taste are The Noseband, "The Crying". Originally released in 1964, this garage band's song became popular again recently, when it was done by The Cramps.

Edith Massey, best-known for her infamous portrayal of the Egg Lady in "Pink Flamingos," makes an appearance on the LP with "Big Girls Don't Cry:"

"I Want My Baby Back," by Jimmy Cross was named "the world's worst record." It was heard over "The Crypt." Originally released in 1964, this album's song became popular again recently, when it was done by The Cramps.

Most of the songs on the LP are charged with energy, and some are almost danceable. The band's theme song is not what one would call a trailblazing, inspirational ballad. Lyrically, it is meaningless, like most of the other songs on the record. The most interesting part of the LP is the cover, featuring violent punk vegetables slamming-

Leading the pack of new music experimentalists is Germany's Einsturzende Neubauten (Collapsing New Buildings.) This band, which refuses to conform to rock 'n roll standards such as vocals, bass, drums and lead guitar, uses power drills, chainsaws, concrete mixers and metal graters in its industrial noises gigs in Europe. More than a slight departure from progressive rock, Einsturzende Neubauten's explosive, violent concerts are performance art with a heavy dose of shock treatment.

WANTED

Secret Hate album medioce punk

While the British punk movement might have been the product of oppression, censorship and lack of economic mobility; the Los Angeles punk movement seems to have developed as a result of chronic suburban boredom and the stagnant, apathetic state of modern society.

The members of Secret Hate, a Los Angeles band, grew up in one of the dullest decades in history. The '70s. They responded to the times by revolting against the norms of society, and being revolting.

Secret Hate was formed in a dark basement in the ghetto-section of Long Beach. Its brand of unenlightened, tantrum-like punk has been heard in clubs throughout Los Angeles, and on "Heel Comes To Your House," a compilation LP. Secret Hate's recently released EP, "Vegetables Dying," is standard, mediocre punk which lacks any specific statement, theme or style.

Christopher Shaye, the pin-up "Macho Man," autographed his revealing poster (with clothes on) in the Trident Shop Monday.
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Women's basketball team defeated, senior forward sets scoring mark

By CLARRIS WHITE

This Thursday the Cal State L.A. women's basketball team, 5-9 in conference games, will try to play their first game against Cal State Northridge at 6:45 p.m.

The team lost last Thursday to Cal State Dominguez Hills 86-71, and Saturday to first-place Chapman College 70-74. Senior forward Jean Martin, playing her last season with the Eagles, came up a winner on both courts.

Thursday night's game against Dominguez Hills, Martin became CSLA's new all-time women's scorer with 1,465 points. That tied her withcent All-District guard Suzi Iwami, a former All-District guard.

At the 11 second mark, CSLA guard Kevin Kelly broke the Taros' action with a foul. This was Kelly's second personal foul and only the third team foul.

Dominguez Hills throw the ball inbounds and Kelly got caught on the Taros' charge with a foul. Kelly was called a timeout with 3 seconds left on the clock. The guard went four-for-four in free throws that night scoring 10 points in all.

High point scorer for the Eagles was Brooks who scored 15, followed by Michael Cooper with 12, Neil Romine with six and Clift Van Buren with five.

The Eagles, without 6-9 center Brown, were evenly matched against the Taros.

The Eagles had eight turnovers. Dominguez Hills has three.

Martin, who never really knew which shot it was until after the game, Martin recalled. "Tome told me that she was on the bench... I'm happy that they won,'" Martin said. "A problem we've had all season has been being on the bench... but I'm happy that they won.'"

Martin said she did not play consistently early in the season. "The last half of the season has been much stronger and more consistent," she said.

After the ceremony, the Eagles fired up by Martin's award, led by eight points in the first half of the season has been much stronger and more consistent," she said.

Newman concluded.

The teams are leading the Eagles by five minutes. A Chapman player later fouled Kelly in the key with 4 seconds left on the clock. The Tores rebounded and passed the ball downcourt for a powerful slam dunk.

The crowds cheered as the Eagles moved ahead 46-48. CSLA brought the ball over the timeline and kept it away from the Tores' defense.

While looking for the open shot, Dominguez Hills faded Kelly in the key with four seconds left on the clock.

The five-minute timeout was called a timeout with 3 seconds left on the game clock.

CSLA tried to come back by substituting eight players, coming back from a slow start, were leading the Eagles by three points, 28-25.

With 45 seconds left in overtime, CSLA had the ball with just seconds on the clock, he said, "(I was) not worried. "One of the assistant coaches told me that we only had two fouls," Newman said. "(We fouled them and they had to take quick shots.

"We put pressure on them... and they had to rush," Newman concluded.

Brown said, "I think they did good. I feel bad about being on the bench... but I'm happy that they won."

Brown, who is a sophomore, plans to return to CSLA to play next season. "I'll be here (at CSLA). If I am alive," Brown said.

The Eagles play their final game of the season at Cal State Northridge this weekend.
Woman calls religious group sponsoring speech a cult; son is a member

She said that the church, founded in 1968 by Prophet's late husband, Mark, in Washington D.C, is happy with the Camelot area and plans to stay.

"It's very beautiful here," she said. "We may ultimately be there (Livingston), but the plan right now is to be here in California. This will be our main headquarters." 

The land in Livingston is a retreat, and it's also a place that we could utilize for the students in the community, but it may have to happen years before that happens.

"We also think in terms of survival. That is, having a small group of students who live in a metropolitan area, where you can grow your own food. Somewhere we can have a self-sustaining, preserving community where we could live together, and build a life of service," she said.

Brailsford said she visited Livingston when the church first bought property there three years ago, and had an opportunity to speak to a group of 300 people.

"They came out of curiosity, and to find out what our teachings were," she said. "and at the same time there are people trying to stir up opposition." 

There was a certain amount of fear that we were going to try to establish a fort or a compound alternative religious group, the Rajneesh, to take over the property.

"The thing is that church members are constantly moving back and forth between here and church headquarters in California," he said, "but you only have to foresight and you're able to vote." 

"There was one lady that came in two or three weeks ago, she was a professional woman, she did the whole thing, and she's back again, and she took 30 or more." 

"There is really no way to check that they're not really you're basically only going to come up on the ranch for 30 days, and return to church headquarters in California by 5 pm," he said.

Brailsford said that, theoretically, 1,000 people could be registered to vote in Livingston, who don't even live there.

The church, along with the Huxsmit, Baptist Student Union, and Baptist International, a private preparatory and secondary school, is headquartered on a 240-acre estate, known as Camelot, in the Santa Monica mountains near Malibu.

The Summit University administrator, Susan Brailsford, explained that the Camelot estate, a former Camelot millionaires' estate, was bought in 1983 and is probably to continue to be church headquarters for many years.

"The ranch is going to work the land, and would only need so many people to do it, but the number has doubled and quadrupled." 

"The people in Montana are different, and every church, and every ranch, the people are really vulnerable to that sort of thing and they're really shocked by it," Williams said.

"When the church began to buy land in Park County, they said there would be no subdividing, and they would like to stay there forever. They did it, they just were going to work the land and would only need so many people to do it, but the number has doubled and quadrupled.

"They find that people are just not used to living that far away from town. In every piece of land that they've bought, not once they just up and

---

**Campus Calendar**

Listings for this column should be mailed or brought to the calendar editor, University Times, K.H. C3908. Published weekly in the University Times. Submissions should contain at least two publication days in advance and should include all pertinent information.

**Today**

"Free Income Tax Form Preparation" is sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi from 3 to 6 p.m. in Bungalow C. C. 37315.

Mutu Baruka, Jamaican Rastafarian poet, will be in the University Union's Lecture Theater, Bungalow B. Brothers and Sisters in Christ will meet at 12:30 p.m. in H.C. 215.

"Human Aura" is a workshop at 7 p.m. in the Los Angeles Union of the Room.

Le Corre Francade will meet at 9:20 p.m. in K.H. D3042.

"Communication and Leadership Skills—Two Important Attributes" is a seminar sponsored by the Accounting Society at 5:30 p.m. in S.T. 212.

The club will meet from 6:30 to 9 p.m. in the El Camino Room of the Union.

Camp-Ups Survivors will meet at 1 in the El Camino Room of the Union and Thursday at 1 in the Los Angeles Union of the Church.

"Teach-In: Central America and the Caribbean" is an exhibit on Thursday from 9:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the Los Angeles Union of the Church.

"How to Market Your Resume Successfully" is a seminar sponsored by the Society for the Advancement of Management on Thursday at 1:30 p.m. in B.T. P102.

Financial Aid Fellowship and Bible Study is sponsored by the Campus Catholic Ministry on Thursday at noon in the Bungalow C.

---

**Information on the Golden Key National Honor Society may be obtained at 3 p.m. in Rohl, S. 144.**

**Extension**

"Perspectives on Black Art" is an exhibit in the University Union, sponsored by the African-American Student Union through today.

Beta Alpha Psi will provide free tutoring for all accounting students from 2 to 4 p.m. Tuesday through Thursday in S.T. C390.

---

**University Times**

---

**CON**

---

**Do you think that California State University, Los Angeles should establish a resident ROTC program?**

**ARMY ROTC PROPOSAL**

---

**Important Attributes** is a seminar sponsored by the Accounting Society at 5:30 p.m. in S.T. 212. **Continuing**

"Perspectives on Black Art" is an exhibit in the University Union, sponsored by the African-American Student Union through today.

Beta Alpha Psi will provide free tutoring for all accounting students from 2 to 4 p.m. Tuesday through Thursday in S.T. C390.

"How to Market Your Resume Successfully" is a seminar sponsored by the Society for the Advancement of Management on Thursday at 1:30 p.m. in B.T. P102.

Financial Aid Fellowship and Bible Study is sponsored by the Campus Catholic Ministry on Thursday at noon in the Bungalow C.

---

** Worcester State College**

---

**Do you think that California State University, Los Angeles should establish a resident ROTC program?**

**ARMY ROTC PROPOSAL**

---

**University Times**

---

---

---
Student affairs counselor to be remembered with services held today

By ANGELA FRANKLIN

Memorial services for Willis M. Cleaver, student affairs counselor, will be held today at noon in the Pennsylvania Room on the second floor of the University-Student Union.

Cleaver began counseling here in 1972, but she had to retire last fall because of a short bout with a terminal disease. She was 56.

Cleaver was many things to many people. She was affectionately known as a "rebel," philosopher, fighter (in a positive sense), a mother and a friend.

Dr. Minato, financial aid adviser, recalled that Cleaver was always around when needed.

"She (Cleaver) made an impact on so many different people. Some students wouldn't see anyone but Willis. They would wait for her no matter how long it took to see her," Minato said.

Cal State L.A.'s low scores on CBEST attributed to test itself says dean

By ROBERT SPRINGER

Despite low scores on the California Basic Educational Skills Test, no major changes are planned for the School of Education.

The main reason for this, according to Raymond D. Terrell, dean of the School of Education, is that the problem lies with the test, not with the quality of faculty and/or staff at Cal State L.A.

Dr. Terrell said that since the test is the main problem, there is no reason to change the curriculum in the School of Education.

However, according to Terrell, some changes have been implemented that were specifically designed to help students improve their scores.

A major problem for bilingual students who take the test is that they don't have enough time to finish because of a time limit on each of the test's three parts.

The course was first offered last summer and it was believed that it certainly couldn't hurt the pass rate.

He added that special tutoring is available and that each of the 10 students who received this special help half-hour would help.

"The problem is not that the students write or compute poorly. It is that they can't do it as fast as the test was designed to be," Terrell said.

Even so, Terrell said potential teachers should get used to a bad test and we're going to have to live with it."

Crawford said that because CSLA turns out more bilingual teachers than any other school in California, the lack of time factor hits CSLA harder.

Another reason that no major curriculum changes are planned is that CBEST scores have been increasing steadily, Terrell said. CSLA scores have increased 10 percent since the first test was given.

He said that if the scores had continued to stay low, more changes would have been necessary.

Terrell said that no direct correlation has been found between passing the test and GPA, he believed that it certainly couldn't hurt the pass rate.

Crawford said that age is a major factor in the pass rates probably recommend keeping EDDC 408 while suggesting other minor changes.

"Many of these young people believe that the test (10 to 15 percent) to seek another line of work. This would immediately improve the pass rate.

He said that the School of Education was considering raising admission requirements from a 2.5 to a 3.0 GPA. Although Terrell noted that no direct correlation has been found between passing the test and GPA, he believed that it certainly couldn't hurt the pass rate.

Crawford said that one specific way the low pass rates are being attacked is by offering EDDC 408. This course was directly designed to help those students with the exam. The course was first offered last summer and it has always been filled.

He added that special tutoring is available and that each of the 10 students who received this special help passed the exam.

Terrell said that age is a major factor in the pass rates (90 percent of students over 50 fail). The average age of CSLA students is 30. So he thinks recruiting younger students would help the pass rate.

An ad hoc CBEST Committee was formed to suggest any necessary changes in curriculum, but it does not expect to come up with any major recommendations.

Crawford said the committee is composed of one representative each from the departments of mathematics, English, economics, and industrial studies, and Crawford, as a representative of School of Education.

Although he couldn't comment on any specifics about the report, he did say that it will probably recommend keeping EDDC 408 while suggesting other minor changes.

"Any move to get rid of it now will appear to the public as a lowering of standards. We got stuck with a bad test and we're going to have to live with it."

STROH'S/Cal State L.A.

FIGHT NIGHT

More than two hours of classic fight films

Celebrity fighter appearances

Preliminary bouts featuring Jr. Olympians

Cal State L.A. sororities/fraternities

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA vs PI SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON vs ZETA BETA TAU THETA GAMMA CHI vs ALPHA THETA PHI DELTA ZETA

will go against winner of first round.

Food and refreshments

Prize drawings

Friday, March 2, 6:30 p.m.

Event will be held at Cal State L.A. Eagles' Nest Gymnasium

5151 State University Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90032 (Cal State L.A. is located at the junction of the San Bernardino (No. 10) and Long Beach (No. 7) freeways at the Eastern Avenue off ramp. FREE PARKING will be available.

$5 donation adults, $3 donation children under 12. Tickets will go on sale at the door at 6 p.m. Tickets may be pre-ordered by calling (213) 224-3261.

Media representatives desiring to attend should notify the Cal State L.A. Sports Information Office at (213) 224-3261 to arrange for parking and press credentials.

STAFF WRITER

Sponsor: STROH BREWERY COMPANY, HARALAMBOS BEVERAGE COMPANY, COMMUNITY BEVERAGE COMPANY, CAL STATE L.A. UNIVERSITY TIMES, CAL STATE L.A. DIVISION OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
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